The use of an atomic force microscope for studying molecular dynamics through dielectric spectroscopy with spatial resolution in the nanometer scale is a recently developed approach. However, difficulties in the quantitative connection of the obtained data and the material dielectric properties, namely, frequency dependent dielectric permittivity, have limited its application. In this work, we develop a simple electrical model based on physically meaningful parameters to connect the atomic force microscopy (AFM) based dielectric spectroscopy experimental results with the material dielectric properties. We have tested the accuracy of the model and analyzed the relevance of the forces arising from the electrical interaction with the AFM probe cantilever. In this way, by using this model, it is now possible to obtain quantitative information of the local dielectric material properties in a broad frequency range. Furthermore, it is also possible to determine the experimental setup providing the best sensitivity in the detected signal. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) has shown to be a very useful technique in the study of the molecular dynamics of insulating materials. The huge frequency range achieved (10
À5
- 10 12 Hz) and the possibility of measuring under different temperature, pressure, and environmental conditions, allow the observation of a large variety of processes with very different time scales. Within this extraordinary experimental window, molecular and collective dipolar fluctuations, charge transport and polarization effects take place, in turn determining the dielectric response of the material under study. 1 In the last years, the growing interest in nanostructured materials highlighted the need of measurements providing local material properties. However, BDS cannot provide direct information of these local features, due to the lack of spatial resolution.
On the other hand, atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides outstanding spatial resolution of materials surface. 2, 3 In particular, electric force microscopy (EFM) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] can be used for detecting local electrical interactions within these materials. Recently, AFM has been used as the basis to develop local dielectric spectroscopy (LDS). 11 Within this approach, the electrical interaction resulting by applying an AC voltage to a conductive AFM probe is used to reveal information about the dielectric relaxation processes within the material at local scale. Therefore, this technique combines the capability of sensing the molecular dynamics with the outstanding spatial resolution of AFM. These measurements are based on a phase locked loop (PLL) setup [11] [12] [13] [14] and detect the force gradient. In addition, a method based on the detection of the force was also recently developed, the so called nanoDielectric Spectroscopy (nDS). 15, 16 As the detection in AFM based dielectric experiment relies on the photodiode, the measured parameters are always associated to the cantilever oscillation mechanics. In particular, in the force detection method, the measured parameters are directly the root mean square (RMS) oscillation amplitude, |V Ph |, and the phase, h, of the photodiode signal. However, the connection between the complex dielectric permittivity of the material under study (namely e * (f) ¼ e 0 (f) À i e 00 (f)) and the output signals of a nDS experiment is not so straightforward. Thus, in order to explicitly establish this connection, a physical model describing nDS experiments is necessary. Although mathematical descriptions of the electrical interaction between an AFM probe (upper electrode) and a metallic lower electrode have been established 17, 18 including the presence of a dielectric layer between the electrodes 19, 20 -to the best of our knowledge no such studies related to the electrical phase and amplitude of force detection-based dielectric spectroscopy have been done.
In order to successfully describe the dielectric losses in local dielectric measurements, it is necessary to consider the effect of the dielectric relaxations on the mechanical oscillation of the cantilever. Thus, by expressing the force on the probe as a function of the dielectric properties of a given material, a mathematical description of the cantilever RMS oscillation amplitude and phase for any electrical excitation frequency can be carried out.
In this work, we propose a simple model to relate the output of AFM based dielectric spectroscopy experiments with the electrical properties of the sample, based on the a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. cantilever mechanics and the electrical interaction of the different parts of the probe. In a first step, we develop an equivalent circuit model and the oscillation amplitude expressions for the AFM probe. In a second step, we compare the data obtained from the model with a gold surface (dissipation free sample) and with a typical polymer film supported on it. As a third step, we use the model to analyze the dependence of the detected signal with the experimental parameters, and thereby determine optimum conditions for the measurements. Finally, in a fourth step, these predictions are evaluated by using special AFM probes. Therefore, here we present a physically meaningful model in order to quantitatively connect the signal detected in AFM based dielectric spectroscopy measurements with the dielectric material properties.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The EFM is based on the electrical force (F e ) resulting from the interaction of a conductive AFM probe with charged and/or polarizable entities in the material. 5, 6, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] F e can be evaluated by modeling the tip-sample system as a capacitor (capacitance C): when a voltage (V) is applied, the resulting electrostatic potential energy is W ¼ 1 = 2 CV 2 and the corresponding electrostatic force acting on the tip F e ¼ dW/dz (being z the coordinate along which the tip-sample distance is measured). Consequently, when a sinusoidal voltage [V(t) ¼ V 0 sin(x e t)] of frequency f e ¼ x e /2p is applied to the AFM probe, the corresponding force is a sinusoidal function given by F e ðtÞ ¼ 1 2
where V S is the surface potential and V DC is the applied DC voltage (if any). 15 F e (t) has one component at a frequency double than that used in the excitation due to the quadratic relationship between F e and V 
The force amplitude and phase for this component depend both on the experimental conditions and on the dielectric properties of the material under investigation. Therefore, by detecting the component of the probe motion at a frequency double of the electrical excitation frequency, information about the local dielectric relaxations of the materials under investigation can be obtained. These measurements (nDS) require the analysis of the signal from the AFM photodiode with a Lock-In Amplifier (LIA) in order to obtain both the amplitude |V Ph | and electric phase h of the cantilever oscillations at 2x e (in this way, any component of the force at different frequencies is filtered). In the case of a loss-free dielectric material, the signal amplitude brings information on the static dielectric permittivity, which is frequency independent. However, when dielectric relaxations take place in a material, the dielectric permittivity becomes frequency dependent and correspondingly a dielectric loss process will appear (which in turn results in a complex capacitance) in Eq. (2), which then becomes
Typically, a nDS experiment is performed at a single location of the sample by employing the so called double-pass method (DPM), where the measurements are performed in two steps. In a first step, the sample topography is precisely established in a standard "Tapping" mode experiment. Subsequently, in lift mode, the mechanical cantilever excitation is set to zero, in order to maintain a constant tip-sample distance, and the probe motion generated by the tip-sample interaction due to the application of an alternating voltage is analyzed by the LIA. Thus, the LIA simultaneously provides both the RMS oscillation amplitude (|V Ph |) and the electrical phase (h) of the cantilever response at 2x e . A reference experiment on a dissipation free sample is performed for each probe in order to precisely establish the reference electric phase (h ref ) (the phase associated with the electronics and the mechanical characteristics of the AFM probe). Subsequently, the dielectric spectra are obtained by plotting the phase shift (Dh), obtained by subtracting the reference phase (h ref ) from the original sample response (h), as a function of the electrical excitation frequency.
III. MODEL
In this section, we describe the modeling of the experimental setup of nanoDielectric Spectroscopy. In a first step, the effective capacitance between the AFM probe and the lower electrode is defined by considering separately the contributions from the three parts of the AFM probe: apex of the tip, cone, and cantilever. Once these capacitances are known, the force acting on the probe is numerically obtained from Eq. (3). In the second step, expressions for the phase and the oscillation amplitude are obtained by considering the cantilever as a damped harmonic oscillator.
A. Geometry
The geometry of the different elements for AFM based dielectric spectroscopy can be well described by the scheme shown in Figure 1 . As shown, the AFM probe acting as upper electrode is composed by three parts: (1) a cantilever of length L, width W, and angle a (Figure 1 (3) an spherical apex of radius R at the end of the cone (not shown). On the other hand, the lower electrode is a flat grounded gold sputtered metallic disc. As shown in Figure  1 (a), the space between electrodes is partially filled with a polymer film (i.e., sample under study) of thickness h.
B. Capacitance and force expressions
The electrical interaction of the AFM probe with the polymer sample and the grounded lower electrode is modeled by using the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1 (f) (where C 1 and C 2 stand for cantilever-air and cantilever-polymer capacitances; C 3 and C 4 stand for cone-air and cone-polymer capacitances; and C 5 stands for apex-air and apex-polymer capacitances).
The effective cantilever capacitance C Ã cantilever (C 1 and C 2 , in Figure 1 (f)) is obtained by considering a parallel plate capacitor (of area A cantilever ) for the polymer and a non-parallel plate capacitor for the air (Figure 1 
The border effects were introduced through a factor f BE affecting the capacitance expression. 24 Cone effective capacitance, C Ã cone , is also obtained by considering air and polymer contributions separately. The expression for the cone-air capacitance (C 3 in Figure 1(f) ) arises from the integration of concentric disks, as shown in Figure 1(c) , while cone-polymer capacitance is obtained by considering a disk shaped parallel plate capacitor of thickness h and area A cone (z), as schemed in Figure 1(d) . In this case, the border effects were introduced directly in the integration process as a function of position (f BE z ð Þ ¼ m 0 Á z þ n 0 ). The resultant expression is shown below:
Finally, the effective apex capacitance is represented by means of Eq. (6) 17,20
The total force acting on the AFM probe is numerically obtained from the previous capacitances according to Eq. (2). Therefore, with this (probe-sample configuration) AFM setup (Figure 1 ) it is possible to distinguish three force contributions: (1) the force produced by the apex, (2) the force produced by the cone, and (3) the force produced by the cantilever. As a result, both real and imaginary parts of the total force can be separately analyzed.
C. Oscillation amplitude and phase
Once the force acting on the probe is known, an approximated expression for the cantilever oscillation amplitude can be obtained by assuming a harmonic oscillator behavior. 25 This assumption is rather accurate for this kind of experiments, where cantilever oscillation amplitude is substantially low in comparison with the probe-sample distance (and the driving force dependence with z can be safely neglected). The phase of the cantilever oscillation signal with respect to the excitation is obtained by considering the real and imaginary parts of the damped harmonic oscillator amplitude. As stated before, apex, cone, and cantilever contributions are separately included in a single expression
where Osc 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Model validation
In order to validate the proposed model, we employed poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc), a polymer with a prominent dielectric relaxation detectable close to room temperaturethe so called a-relaxation. In a first step, we dielectrically characterized the bulk polymer by means of BDS. In a second step, we measured a film of this polymer by using nDS. The thickness was set to about 350 nm, where literature data evidenced no thickness dependency on the a-relaxation, 16, [26] [27] [28] [29] i.e., we should observe the same a-relaxation dielectric response by both techniques. We then fixed the polymer dielectric relaxation characteristics and used the here proposed model to fit the obtained nDS data, leaving as fitting parameters the apex radius, cone angle and cone base diameter, among others. Finally, we independently measured these parameters by using AFM and/or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to test the model accuracy. This process was repeated for both nDS signals, h and |V ph |.
BDS characterization: Figure 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric permittivity (e 0 and e 00 , respectively) plotted as a function of frequency for bulk PVAc, at temperatures ranging from 318 K to 373 K (experimental details can be found in Appendix s HN (relaxation time) , and e 1 (high frequency permittivity).
nDS characterization: PVAc polymer films were measured by means of nDS at three different temperatures, where PVAc a-relaxation is detectable within the current experimental frequency window. As stated above, film thicknesses were set to about 350 nm, and therefore the alpha relaxation measured by nDS can be safely compared with its BDS counterpart (i.e., the previously obtained HN parameters can be used to describe the segmental relaxation in the polymer films). Therefore, HN parameter values were used in the model to describe the polymer relaxation within the studied temperature range. Figure 3 (a) shows the phase shift peaks originated by the dielectric relaxation on the PVAc sample. As expected, there is a shift of the whole peak to higher frequencies as the temperature increases. Intensity and full width at half maximum (FWHM) are nearly the same for the three temperatures.
Lines in Figure 3 (a) stand for the fitting results of the proposed model. These fittings were performed simultaneously for the three datasets, and apex radius, tip-sample distance, cantilever angle, cone angle, cone base diameter were left as free parameters. The so obtained values were R ¼ 24.8 nm, z 0 ¼ 22.2 nm, B ¼ 11.9 lm, a ¼ 10 , and b ¼ 15 . The rest of the parameters of the model were fixed during the fitting procedure to the values obtained by direct measuring (either by employing AFM or SEM for that purpose). In addition, cone angle, cone base diameter, and tip sample distance were also independently measured to obtain a rough first validation of the fitting results.
The cantilever length and width were found to be about 250 lm and 30 lm (SEM). A cone height of 12 lm and an angle of 15 were also determined by SEM. A typical tipsample distance during experiments of about 23 nm was also found (for more details see Appendix), which is in close agreement with the value obtained from the fitting (about 25 nm).
As stated before, in a nDS experiment, the RMS oscillation amplitude is obtained in addition to the electrical phase. Therefore, it is possible to perform an additional validation of the previously obtained parameters by also fitting jV ph j results. Figure 3(b) shows the experimental jV ph j results (symbols) and the corresponding fitting (lines). In this case, the photodiode sensitivity (v) and the cantilever spring constant (k) were the only free parameters. The obtained values are 16.4 mV/nm and 3 N/m, respectively. Apex radius, tip-sample distance, cone height, and cantilever dimensions were fixed from the previous fitting. As shown, the model output is in close agreement with the experimental data.
In order to further confirm this second fitting procedure, both sensitivity and spring constant were independently measured by using the AFM (through force-distance curves and thermal noise method, 25 respectively). The obtained values 18.6 mV/nm and 2.7 N/m, respectively, are in close agreement with the fitting results.
The obtained results show that the proposed model successfully describes nDS experiments, therefore setting a connection between the material dielectric properties and the AFM parameters.
B. Model predictions
In this section, we use the above validated model to study the influence of the experimental setup on nDS output. In particular, we focus our attention on the influence of the polymer film thickness in the detected phase shift. 
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the polymer relaxation. However, in nDS measurements, the direct influence of thickness on the measured signals, and especially on the characteristics of the observed phase shifts, is also a key factor. Figure 4 shows the model predictions at 331 K (based on the previously obtained parameters) for PVAc films with thicknesses ranging from 10 nm to 10 lm. Apex and cantilever contributions to the signal are shown as red and green lines, respectively, while total signal is shown with a blue (dashed) line. Although the cone signal is considered in the calculations, it is out of scale in Figure 4 . This point is further discussed below.
From the analysis of the peak intensity (i.e., the maximum phase shift detected) at each thickness, it is possible to observe a clear trend ( Figure 5 ). At low thicknesses (namely 10 nm to 100 nm), the peak intensity increases as the thickness increases (as already reported in literature, 15 until a maximum is achieved at h 1 ¼ 100 nm. The peak intensity then decreases with increasing thicknesses up to h 2 ¼ 2000 nm. Finally, at even higher thicknesses, the intensity increases monotonically in the analyzed range. These results will be further discussed below.
Concerning to the frequency of the peak maximum (f max ), Figure 6 shows f max normalized to the frequency of the maximum in e 00 obtained from BDS (f max /f max e 00 BDS ), as a function of thickness at the same temperature. It is noteworthy that for the typical thin samples, the AFM measured electrical phase shift is approximately proportional to the loss part of the force (material-related signal), thus justifying the comparison with bulk e 00 peak frequency values. This is because a large part of the real component of the force comes from the frequency independent air-related capacitances. For low and medium thicknesses (below 700 nm), f max value decreases monotonically as the thickness increases. These results can be rationalized by considering that at low thicknesses the capacitance related with the gap between the apex and the sample is very relevant. As thickness increases, this effect diminishes until the space between apex and lower electrode is mainly filled by the sample (as it can be seen in the apex curve in Figure 4 ). However, above 700 nm this tendency is reverted, due to the air gap in the cantilever capacitance.
Finally, the shape of the observed nDS peaks was characterized through the study of the FWHM parameter. Like for the previous parameters, FWHM is strongly affected by sample thickness. As shown in Figure 6 inset, the observed trend is closely related to the one observed in f max .
The complex behavior shown by these results evidences the relevance of the different parts of the AFM probe on the detected peaks. As observed in Figure 4 , apex contribution clearly dominates the phase shift (nearly coincides with blue line) at low and medium thicknesses (namely 10 nm to 500 nm). At first, phase intensity increases (10 nm to 100 nm) due to the increasing amount of polymer, as already reported. 15 However, for thicknesses higher than 100 nm, the peak intensity starts decreasing, due to the increasing contribution to the real part of the cone and cantilever. These contributions are mostly originated in the air filled cone and cantilever capacitors, due to the fact that the polymer contribution through these parts is completely negligible (in this range of thicknesses).
Above 1000 nm, also the imaginary part of the cantilever capacitance starts contributing to the total signal (it can be seen in Figure 4 that the losses from the apex, red line, do no longer coincide with the blue line). For thicknesses above 2000 nm, the cantilever is responsible for the detected phase shifts. In this thickness range, the spatial resolution is lost, and the signal increases significantly due to the fact that the polymer film fills an increasing fraction of the capacitor. It is worth noticing that cone imaginary contribution never dominates the detected signal (it is first masked by apex signal, and later by cantilever).
In summary, not only the relaxation characteristics of investigated material could affect the properties of the observed phase shift peaks, there is also a clear contribution of the experimental conditions. Furthermore, any experimental result has to be considered as the convolution of the signals related to the different parts of the AFM probe. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to design the appropriate experiment in order to maximize the sensitivity, as well as to obtain reliable measurements. 
Extension to force gradient approach
The same model here introduced can be used for the analysis of the force gradient approach, by simply using the above described capacitance expressions (Eqs. (4)- (6)) to obtain the real and imaginary parts of the detected force gradient. Therefore, the second derivative of the total capacitance can be used to estimate the frequency shift
Electrical phase can be then obtained in the same way as in the force approach, by calculating the imaginary to real signal ratio. Figure 7 shows LDS predictions (based on the previously obtained parameters) for PVAc film thicknesses ranging from 10 nm to 10 lm. As before, apex and cantilever contributions to the signal are shown in red and green lines, respectively, while total signal is shown with a blue (dashed) line. In this case, cone and cantilever imaginary contributions are negligible even at relatively large thicknesses (until 5-6 lm). This effect is directly related with the second derivative of capacitance, due to the fact that both contributions hardly change at low-medium z values. It is also interesting to analyze the peak maximum frequency obtained by LDS as a function of thickness ( Figure 6 ). As in the force approach, there is a clear initial shift to lower frequencies as thickness increases. This tendency is also reverted at high thicknesses (of about 4000 nm), until the original f max is recovered. It is worth noticing that this effect is slightly different than in force mode, as also shown in Figure 6 . In particular, the thickness dependence minimum appears to the right of the force approach (i.e., at higher thicknesses) and it is more pronounced (there is a decrease of about 250 Hz, while in force this decrease is of about 220 Hz). These force gradient approach results arise from the second derivative of the capacitance, which filters the cantilever imaginary contribution even at high thicknesses. of the measured phase value. Since in the parallel plate capacitor approximation, the derivative of the capacitance responsible for the force depends significantly on the cantilever sample distance, the phase output in the force mode method should be quite sensitive to an increase of the cantilever/sample distance. In this regard, the use of especially designed AFM probes providing a larger cantilever/-sample distance appears to be a very promising approach. Commercial AFM probes providing larger cantilever/sample distances already exist, like those manufactured by Nauganeedles (NN-HAR-FM60, needle probe) consisting of a conductive needle of about 10 lm at the end of the cone with an apex radius of about 60 nm. Figure 8 shows nDS spectra acquired by using these new probes on a PVAc film with thickness of about 100 nm. As expected, a significantly higher phase shift peak value is obtained. By means of the proposed model, we have calculated the expected phase shift peak for a probe with this geometry that indeed accounts quite well for the measured values. The calculated cantilever contribution is now about 32%. Note that the phase shift increment arises from two factors, a larger tip radius (which enhances the relevance of the apex contribution) and a larger cantilever/sample distance (which results in a decrease of the cantilever contribution). In order to analyze the relevance of these two effects, we have calculated the expected signal for a conventional probe of the same apex radius (60 nm). As shown in Figure 8 , the resulting spectrum shows a phase shift peak of about 4 which is about two times higher than that of a 25 nm radius probe. However, the spectrum is still below the experimentally obtained spectrum for the needle probe, indicating that part of the increment is related with the larger cantilever-sample distance. The model also allowed us to calculate the expected phase signal for a non conventional probe with much larger needle (c.a. 100 lm length) resulting in a larger phase shift peak. It is noteworthy that working with such a probe would not be easy due to the fact that the presence of a long needle also increases the mechanical vibrations and the dispersion of the data.
According to the previous results, the use of dedicated probes providing large distances between sample surface and cantilever is an efficient way to increase the sensitivity in force mode operation. Furthermore, this approach can be used without any change in the setup and consequently the broad frequency range is still fully available. However, using such kind of probes can introduce a larger sensitivity to mechanical vibrations which in turn would produce a reduction of the signal to noise ratio. Alternatively, other promising approach to increase the phase shift sensitivity in force mode operation is the shielding of the AFM probe cantilever, i.e., using probes with an excitable apex and a grounded cone/-cantilever, in order to remove parasitic capacitances contributing to the measured electrical force. In such experiments, the contributions from cone/cantilever would be completely negligible, thus maximizing sensitivity even for small apex radius, i.e., maintaining the spatial resolution. So by using force mode operation, it would be possible to detect a signal similar to that obtained using force gradient operation but without the restrictions imposed by the required electronics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A physical model relating the phase shift signal of AFM based dielectric spectroscopy with the dielectric properties of a given material is proposed. This model is based on physically meaningful parameters, directly related to the AFM probe dimensions and the employed experimental setup. We have checked that by this modeling a quantitative description of the experimental results is possible, thus providing the way of obtaining quantitative material properties from nDS experiments. Furthermore, the modeling allowed us to determine the modifications of the experimental setup that will results in a significant improvement in the sensitivity of the force mode operation.
(Novocontrol Alpha) was used to measure the complex dielectric permittivity in the frequency range from 10 À2 to 10 6 Hz. The sample temperature was controlled by nitrogen gas flow which enables temperature stability of about 60.1 K.
c. AFM general setup
Topography and mechanical phase images were simultaneously obtained in moderate tapping mode, with an Atomic Force Microscope MultiMode 8 (Bruker). The measurements were performed using Antimony (Sb) doped Si cantilevers, coated with Pt/Ir (SCM-PIT Bruker). Nominal values for the natural frequency (f 0 ), apex radius (R), and cantilever spring constant (k) for the probes are 75 kHz, 20 nm, and 1.5-3 N/m, respectively. Proof of concept experiments were conducted by using gold coated NN-HAR-FM60 AFM probes (Nauganeedles). Nominal f 0 , R, and k values for these probes are 60 kHz, 50 nm, and 3 N/m, respectively.
During AFM measurements, sample temperature was controlled (from room temperature up to 150 C) by using a Thermal Applications Controller (TAC, Bruker). A silicone cap was used as sealing to improve the thermal stabilization of the system. The atmosphere inside the silicon cap was controlled by using a dry nitrogen flow. An external LIA, Stanford Research SR830 (frequency range up to 100 kHz) was employed for EFM measurements.
d. nDS
Both electric phase and RMS amplitude were recorded using a homemade LabVIEW routine. As previously mentioned, a reference experiment was performed over a gold substrate without any polymer on it, (h ref ). Dielectric spectra were obtained by evaluating the phase shift (Dh), i.e., Dh ¼ h ref -h, as a function of electrical excitation frequency.
Geometrical parameters
As shown in Figure 9 , thickness measurements were performed by AFM after scratching the sample film with a sharp object.
As shown in Figure 10 , the cantilever length and width were found to be about 250 lm and 30 lm (SEM). A cone height of 12 lm and an angle of 15 were also determined by SEM. On the other hand, tip sample distance was independently measured by using the AFM. In this case, the probe was kept at 0 nm (LSH ¼ 0 nm) from the sample after engaging. Then, the oscillation amplitude was gradually increased until the resonance peak was truncated. As a result, by assuming that the maximum achieved oscillation amplitude (before affecting the resonance peak) is equal to the tip sample distance in rest, it is possible to obtain the typical tipsample distance during experiments. 
